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Noli me tangere, for Queer I Am: Time and Sex in Leonid Dobychin's The Town of N 
 

 
Whether issuing appeals to its predecessors or intuiting its more articulate progeny, The Town of 
N finds itself stranded not only in the wrong place––outside the pan-European modernist 
tradition––but also at a very inopportune moment. Out of sync by definition, the novel’s 
queerness, however, never quite seeks to enter into a time out of joint, or to institute an 
oppositional temporal regime. 
 
To read the boy's chronicles through an affective lens, with special consideration given to 
temporalities, means to administer a corrective movement to Freeman's project (as posited in 
Time Binds) of "living aslant to dominant forms of object-choice, coupledom, family, sociability, 
and self-presentation." In tracing the narrator's maneuvers within what Freeman terms 
chromonormativity, my intention is to tease out how time can be personalized, sexualized, and 
ultimately enriched without touting itself as non-linear or non-sequential, fractured or looped––
i.e., without being radical. My corollary intention is to discover how the narrator's perception of 
time––its harmonies and dissonances, sedimentations and suspensions, unrealized possibilities 
and unfulfilled threats––complicates and supplements, but rarely thwarts, the undeniable readerly 
pleasures associated with exercises of the historical imagination, or with the agreeable 
propulsion of coming-of-age (and, for that matter, out-of-the-closet) narratives. 
 
Dobychin's protagonist repeatedly shies away from homosexuality unless it bears another 
appellation. The guises his infatuations can (or must) wear comprise the fabric of my essay, 
which aims to disentangle the effects of temporal, linguistic, and religious regimens on his 
unprotesting living. It is, in a word, the resourcefulness of the boy's elisions and evasions that I 
pursue, stimulated by a Sedgwickian reparative drive to extend queerness, often monopolized by 
artistry, invention, and revolt, to a character lacking in all these accommodations of a 
successfully queer self. Besides Freeman, my theoretical framework engages scholarship by 
Stockton, Love, and J. Hillis Miller. 
 
 


